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#GetSocial
Get in touch! We love to hear from you

I loved the local inspiration 
feature in the last issue of Your 
London Wedding – the 
pineapples with spray-painted 
foliage were pure genius. 
Definitely one for the folder. 
Thanks for the wedspiration!
Jodie, by email

We say: You’re very welcome 
Jodie, we’re glad you enjoyed it. 
There’s plenty more fodder for your moodboard in this issue too – 
check out our autumn inspiration on page 64.

Paradise lost – then found

I want to buy my best girls 
something special for all the support 
they’ve given in the run up to my big 
day but I’m stumped. One loves 
jewellery and the other is a graphic 
designer. Any suggestions?
Rose, by email

We say: How about these stunning 
sterling silver letterpress pendants 
from London-based jewellery brand 
Roderick Vere? Cast from an original metal letterpress type, 
they’ll appeal to both your friends’ design aesthetic and you 
can personalise each one by choosing the first letter of their 
name. To view the full collection, visit roderickvere.com. Well 
done for winning our star letter prize too – your Magic Mirror 
Mini is in the post.

Editor Georgina kicks back at Thai Square Spa
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Shoulders tense 
from juggling 
RSVPs, debating a 
colour scheme 
and finalising the 
canapés, I can’t 
deny I arrived at 
Thai Square Spa 
feeling more than 
ready for a 
massage – and all 
this from trying to 
organise a child’s 
birthday party – although I can remember all too well the 
wedding equivalent. 

The light-filled foyer was infused with such a sense of calm, 
and I instantly felt my tension headache recede. The to-do lists 
stopped clamouring for attention as I was led downstairs into 
the dimly-lit Sen Space and, by the time I stepped into the 
Jacuzzi, drinking in the gleaming gold tiles and warm woods, I 
was able to close my eyes without 15 different Pinterest images 
appearing as if projected on my eyelids. 

Indeed, it was only when my charming masseuse asked how 
I’d like the pressure for my one-hour Ritual massage that I 
remembered the damage wreaked by 14-kilos of toddler. Hard, 
I replied. She looked doubtful, and frankly, I probably did too 
given she was about half my size. I needn’t have worried. I can 
honestly say this was the best massage I have ever received. 
And as a former beauty journalist, turned travel and then 
wedding editor, let me tell you: I’ve had a LOT of massages. 
Firm, smooth concentric movements worked away knots I didn’t 
even know were there. The therapist asked whether there was 
anywhere I wanted her to concentrate more or less – 
unbelievably the first time I have ever been asked this. Less legs, 
more back and neck came my reply (admittedly, paraphrased, 
I’m politer than that, I promise).

An hour later and I felt re-born – even my iPhone weary 
thumbs had received due attention and all that was left was to 
lie prone in the relaxation area and sip a delicious tea. Reader, 
I floated out of that spa – even the tube journey home couldn’t 
puncture my new-found zen. 

For more information about treatments at Thai Square Spa, 
visit www.thaisquarespa.com 
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Beat the British summer; create a 
tropical paradise to be enjoyed 
whatever the weather 
Photography by Sanshine Photography

Paradise found
We can plan for many things, but unfortunately the British weather just isn’t one of them. But 

hold the flight; stylist Charlotte Munro and photographer San Shawe have the perfect 
solution: creating a summer-tastic wedding here in the city. “Many couples love the concept 
of an al fresco do but destination weddings are often incredibly difficult to organise, as well 

as limiting for the couple. We wanted to bring that exotic feel to London, translating modern, tropical chic to 
an otherwise urban setting,” explains Charlotte. “A colour scheme of bright pinks, oranges, yellow and lime 
against the contemporary white backdrop at an industrial London venue is the perfect compromise between 
home and away.”

If you’re looking to recreate the look, start with the venue, advises Munro. “Look for large windows that let 
in as much light as possible and white walls that will naturally reflect light. The West Resevoir Centre is a 
perfect blank canvas.” 

The venue sorted, the team set to work, filling the space with a backdrop of tropical paper blooms, hand cut 
by Tissue Blossoms, “From birds of paradise to giant orchids, we had every kind of flower imaginable,” says 
Charlotte. The tables were dressed with a runner made from tropical leaf garlands, with a centrepiece of paper 
flowers and hints of gold to add warmth. Yet more flowers, this time made from sugar, adorned the three-
tiered cake – pink hibiscus, orange gardenia, pale pink bauhinia and yellow frangipani intercepted with wafer 
paper and gold leaves bought the tropical theme to life in cake form. ™
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PRESENT COMPANY 

Get in touch!
Have you got a burning question or a 
top tip you want to share? Then email us 
at editor@county.wedding, or write to us, 
the address is ‘POSTBAG’ Your London 
Wedding, Pantile House, Newlands 
Drive, Witham, Essex, CM8 2AP. 

Next issue’s star letter will win a Thera 
Pearl Eye-ssential mask. It uses innovative 
pearl technology that can be cooled in 
the freezer or heated in the microwave. 
The cold therapy is best if you have puffy 
eyes while the hot option is great for dry eyes. It’s also really 
effective if the stress of wedding planning is causing migraines. 
Priced at £7.99 from www.superdrug.com
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